
 
 
Executive Summary  
 
ClearCloser is a financial technology company that is revolutionizing the world’s largest asset class: residential mortgages. 
By leveraging advanced data analytics, artificial intelligence, and emerging financial technology, ClearCloser quickly and 
securely converts traditional mortgages into digitized mortgage assets. Not to be confused with the industry’s current 
definition of an “electronic mortgage”, which is nothing more than folders in a cloud storing stale data (pdf files and 
spreadsheets); ClearCloser creates a living record of a mortgage on an immutable ledger. 
 
In the next 12-24 months the economic downturn presents a unique opportunity for ClearCloser to dominate the secondary 
mortgage market. The technology's unparalleled speed and efficiency gives financial institutions an edge over current 
methods of trading - allowing them to respond quickly and maximally benefit from changes in this tumultuous environment.  
The market is already beginning to see the first stages of an financial crash. With resources already being mobilized, 
ClearCloser is well-positioned capture this moment - turning volatility into value. 

• Advisor Chris Campbell - Chief Policy Strategist at Kroll Institute – has joined the ClearCloser team bringing his 
experience as former Assistant Secretary of the Treasury for Financial Institutions 2017-2018, as well as serving as 
majority staff director to the U.S. Senate Committee on Finance - named one of the 50 most influential staffers on 
Capitol Hill, seven years running. 

• ClearCloser has secured the trust of a publicly traded financial institution and is in talks with one of America's 
largest residential mortgage aggregators. With top tier technology at its fingertips, ClearCloser looks to become a 
billion-dollar success story upon closing the current round as they strategically leverage resources that unlock even 
more potential! 

Meet the Founder  
 
Kristine Viera is an industry leader and a trailblazing female founder who has used her expertise in FinTech to revolutionize 
Private Mortgage Lending. As a former CFO with experience in her early career as a property appraiser/tax officer, she went 
on to start her own successful South Florida-based lending business that initially struggled due to inadequate technology 
solutions. Utilizing her coding skills, Kristine developed proprietary enterprise platform (LOS, CRM & Financial Reporting) 
which resulted in $7 million originations within just 90 days of launch – thanks largely automation facilitated by the tech 
she developed. 

 
 “Through my extensive experience in the industry, I recognized a unique opportunity. With the 
application of emerging technologies, I envisioned a more efficient lending process. In 2020, with 
support from colleagues across industries, that vision became reality when ClearCloser was launched 
- becoming the first platform to use bi-directional APIs for selling loans amongst large institutional 
aggregators. With the recognition of being a Subject Matter Expert in FinTech and Private Lending, I 
provide groundbreaking insights to multi-billion-dollar organizations. My company's success is further 
testament that my services bring revolutionary solutions which boost efficiency within private lending 
industry.” – Kristine Viera 

• Top 20 Professionals Under 40 – Brickell Magazine – Jun 2022 
• EndeavorLab Participant sponsored by MasterCard – Oct 2022 

Problem 

In 2008, the rating agencies had failed to properly monitor and update mortgage-backed securities. This lack of real time 
information made any kind of slowing down or pivoting impossible - like driving blindfolded at 100 miles per hour without 
breaks! This crash could have been avoided with careful maneuvering and decision making enabled by timely and reliable 
data access. Unless proactive steps are taken soon, we could be facing yet another historic meltdown within the next 12-
24 months in the mortgage industry. 

• Despite a peak in 2006, the residential mortgage market has grown to 71.8% larger than before.  
• Regulations enacted after the 2008 financial crisis only cover 63% of single-family residential mortgages.  
• Over 32% ($4.2 trillion) of current outstanding mortgage debt remains private and unregulated - a ticking time bomb 

just waiting to go off.  



 
• The existing market is inefficient and opaque. The lack of transparency within the archaic system makes it difficult 

to control risk in any reliable way.  
• Current mortgage tech solutions focus solely on front-end origination but are not enough to prevent another crash.  
• Valuing a book of assets can be especially complex; old comps and outdated values often hinder the process. Think 

Fort Myers after Hurricane Irma - property valuations remained unchanged despite months passing by, as appraisal 
reports take half a year to adjust their numbers. Portfolio managers are constantly improvising with outdated data 
in their models.  

Solution 

ClearCloser’s technology is extremely valuable and powerful in the hands of a financial institution. It will enable its 
clients not only to survive but help them take advantage of the coming market downturn by providing a platform to trade 
distressed assets quickly, efficiently, and securely.  

• Converting traditional mortgages into secure digital assets allows for a real-time view of residential asset portfolios.  
• Monitoring loans for irregularities and taking corrective action before a crisis occurs can mitigate and manage 

portfolio risk. 
• Testing assumptions against real time data can increase profits by 14x, reduce sunk costs by 35%, and asset 

transactions by 83%. 

Competitive Advantage 

There is no single entity that aggregates, validates, livestreams, and then digitizes underwriting and valuation data. There 
are a handful of semi-competitors that were developed as front-end systems that store stale data, but cannot source, 
validate, nor livestream data. That infrastructure prevents them from pivoting to go upstream and address the needs of the 
Capital Markets. * Only comparable tech that currently exists conceptually would be a cross between the Bloomberg Terminal 
and Desktop Underwriter. 

• ClearCloser’s technology is patentable. Currently preparing provisional patent filing.  

Business Model 

B2B : Enterprise, Mid-Size, Small, and Marketplace 

• Software as a Service “SAAS”. Auto-Subscription Renewal. Monthly/Annual 
• Subscription Add-Ons 
• Transactional. Digital Asset Fee. Volume based pricing + Additional services available for purchase inside the 

platform. 

Growth Strategy 

The company has established relationships with market leaders. These market leaders are willing to adopt the platform as 
their exclusive transacting channel. By doing so, the company captures majority of market share without the cost of 
customer acquisition associated with mass market adoption. 

• How can we improve? Speed. We can value a billion dollars in 24 hours. Our goal is we could make that even faster 
so that a $10 billion fund can refresh their entire portfolio on a monthly basis. That process of being limited by our 
architecture, we can expand the nodes and make our infrastructure even stronger, make our processing power 
faster. 

  



 
 

Ask 

ClearCloser is positioned to seize an unparalleled opportunity and make a huge leap forward thanks to its plan to secure 
the resources needed to capture and capitalize on its go-to-market strategy. With the help of this capital raise, as well as 
ClearCloser's relationships, cutting-edge technologies, and leadership team, it plans to transition into a powerful growth 
stage in 2023.  

Don’t miss out on this incredible chance: maximize our resources, capitalize on economic uncertainty, and make history 
in the secondary mortgage market with ClearCloser. 

We appreciate your consideration and look forward to discussing our proposal with you. If you have any questions or would 
like to view our pitch deck, please contact us at info@clearcloser.com. Thank you for taking the time to review this executive 
summary and we look forward to hearing from you soon.  

Sincerely,  

The ClearCloser Team 

 


